
 

 

 

 

 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following sentences. 

1. A. mosques  B. bridges  C. sandwiches  D. offices  

2. A. resident  B. recital  C. temple  D. venue 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other 

three in the position of primary stress in each of the following sentences. 

3. A. comedy  B. cultural  C. relative  D. important 

4. A. poetry  B. prisoner  C. composer  D. gallery 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

5. Why are you buying that easel and some brushes? Are you taking up ________? 

A. ballet  B. sculpture  C. opera  D. painting 

6. Only ten assignments ________. Remember you must upload yours by 10 o’clock tonight.   

A. are being submitted   B. have submitted  

C. have been submitted   D. will be submitted 

7. The test was so difficult that ________ got an A!  

A. everybody  B. somebody  C. anybody  D. nobody 

8. A person who leads an orchestra is a(n) ________. 

A. composer  B. conductor  C. poet   D. instructor 

9. Banning vehicles from the town square allows ________ to admire the street arts around the area. 

A. criminals  B. pedestrians  C. motorists  D. cyclists 

10. She ________ down and started to say her prayers. 

A. knitted  B. wove  C. stomped  D. knelt 

11. Have you seen my glasses? I can’t find them ________.     

A. nowhere  B. anywhere  C. somewhere  D. everywhere 

12. You can find the red enveloped in the chamber adjacent _______ the closet.   

A. with  B. in   C. to   D. by 

13. Taylor advised her friend _______ for that singing contest.  

A. sign up   B. signing up  C. to sign up  D. signed up 

14. Patrick is a _______ man who can give you great advice on future career. 

A. bad-tempered B. practical-minded C. slow-witted  D. absent-minded 

15. None of the students could join this year competition, _______?  
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A. could anyone B. could everyone C. could them  D. could they 

16. Jimmy hardly ever sings karaoke, _______?  

A. does he  B. doesn’t he  C. hasn’t he   D. has he 

17. Don’t forget to put a quarter in the ________ or the traffic warden will give you a ticket.   

A. stop sign  B. lamp post  C. parking meter D. hydrant 

18. How could Ms. Greene afford _______ that mansion? 

A. buying  B. buy   C. bought  D. to buy  

Mark the letter A, B, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each of 

the following exchanges. 

19. The speaker: We need to plant more trees and limit the use of gasoline. - The audience: _______ 

A. What rubbish!     B. Are you kidding us?  

C. Hear! Hear!     D. Nonsense! 

20. Peter: Well, I really have to go now. - Helen: _______. 

A. Good job!  B. It’s my pleasure. C. Let’s meet again soon. D. Hurry up! 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is CLOSEST in 

meaning to each of the following questions.  

21. What a shame! Someone stole his car last night.   

A. If only someone had stolen his car last night. 

B. He wishes he had his car now. 

C. He was upset because his car was stolen last night.  

D. He had his car stolen last night. 

22. If there hadn’t been such a strong wind, it wouldn’t have been so difficult to put out the fire.   

A. It was the strong wind which made it difficult for us to put out the fire.  

B. When a strong wind began to blow, it was even more difficult to control the fire.  

C. If the wind hadn’t been so strong, it would have been much easier to put out the fire.  

D. As the wind was really very strong, it took them a long time to put out the fire.  

23. Sean, my cousin from Australia, has recently published his first novel.  

A. Sean, published his first novel, is my cousin in from Australia. 

B. My cousin Sean, living in Australia, has had his first novel published. 

C. Sean, a cousin of mine in Australia, is a successful novelist.  

D. It was my cousin Sean who has been a novelist recently.  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each 

pair of sentences in the following questions. 

24. Jack was singing karaoke when his mom came home. Then he stopped and helped her do the dishes.   

A. Jack stopped helping his mom when she came home. 

B. As soon as his mom came home, Jack sang karaoke and washed up at the same time. 



 

 

C. Jack stopped to do the dishes for his mom when she came home.  

D. When his mom came home, Jack was doing the dishes.  

25. Alice forgot to submit her assignment. She failed the exam.    

A. Had Alice remembered to submit her assignment, she wouldn’t have failed the exam.  

B. Alice, forgot to submit her assignment, failed the exam.  

C. Unless Alice forgot to submit her assignment, she would pass the exam.  

D. Alice failed the exam because she hesitated to submit her assignment. 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

HOLIDAYS 

Most people enjoy going (26) _____ for their holidays and having the opportunity to spend some time in an 

interesting city or a seaside resort. If you can speak some foreign languages, you can have lots of unforgettable 

experiences. But before you can do that, you have to (27) ____ your destination, and that is often a problem! 

If you fly, then you may find that your flight has been (28) ____. (29) ____ by train can also be difficult, since 

trains are often busy in the summer, and you might have to reserve a (30) ____ in advance. Whichever way 

you travel, get well-prepared so you can have a fabulous holiday.  

26. A. out   B. forward  C. abroad  D. foreign  

27. A. reach  B. arrive  C. go   D. travel 

28. A. waited  B. reserved  C. delayed  D. booked  

29. A. Journeys B. Travels   C. Voyages  D. Passes 

30. A. post  B. chair  C. seat   D. position 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct answer to each of the questions. 

Painting and writing on walls is nothing new. In prehistoric times, people in Africa and Europe painted pictures 

of animals and people in caves. Graffiti has been found at ancient sites in Greece, Italy, Syria and Iraq. In the 

Roman town of Pompeii in Italy, archaeologists found a lot of graffiti written in Latin, including political and 

romantic messages, and even some magic spells! 

In the 1970s, young people in New York used pens to write their names, or 'tags', on walls around the city. 

One of the first 'taggers' was Demetrius, a teenager from a Greek family. Demetrius's tag was TAKI 183. 

TAKI was his nickname and 183 was the number of the street where he lived – 183rd Street. At first, he wrote 

his tag on walls in his neighbourhood. Then he started writing it in subway stations on the way to school. 

When the subway train stopped at a station, he jumped off, wrote his 'tag' on the wall and then jumped back 

on the train before the doors closed. Other teenagers saw Demetrius's tag and started writing their own tags 

on walls, buses and subway trains all over New York: Barbara 62, Joe 182 ... 

Then, some teenagers stopped using pens and started using aerosol paints. Their tags were bigger and more 

colourful. Aerosol paint graffiti became very popular in the 1970s and 1980s and appeared on trains, buses 



 

 

and walls around the world. In the 1990s and 2000s, a lot of graffiti artists started to make pictures too. Some 

artists were interested in politics and tried to make people think about social problems and discrimination with 

their pictures. Other artists wanted to make cities more beautiful. In South America, street artists started 

painting in poor areas. They brought colour and beauty to grey, city walls. 

31. When did graffiti first appear? 

A. in prehistoric time  B. in the 1970s C. in the late 19th century D. in 2000 

32. In modern times, graffiti involves _____________.  

A. political speech  B. colorful pictures C. poems   D. carvings 

33. What is true about Demetrius?  

A. He was in his twenties when he first wrote his tag.   

B. He took the subway to school. 

C. His ancestors came from Greece.     

D. He had positive influence on other taggers.    

34. What is not mentioned in the passage?    

A. More people have switched to aerosol paints instead of using pens since 1970s.  

B. Some graffiti artists use their work to raise public’s awareness of social issues. 

C. It is graffiti that helps decorate the street in South Africa. 

D. Demetrius had a total of 183 tags around New York.  

35. What can be the best title of the passage? 

A. The Global Village     B. The Young Artists  

C. Graffiti and Its Development   D. Art or Vandalism? 

People are talking about their dreams. What does the interpreter say the dreams mean? Circle the 

correct answers. 

36. The man is ______________. 

A. worried about school  B. afraid of being late   C. ready for the test 

37. The man ______________. 

A. doesn’t like his job   B. has trouble with his co-workers C. is doing well at work 

38. The man is ______________. 

A. adventurous   B. forgetful    C. creative 

39. The man is ______________. 

A. ambitious    B. embarrassed   C. competitive 

40. The dream was really about ______________. 

A. his cat    B. his father    C. a trip 

 

----------------------THE END---------------------- 

 


